DuraDiagnost

Quality imaging,
practical investment
As a total DXR solution provider, Philips has the right
system for virtually every need. Our DuraDiagnost

Key advantages

slips easily into the mix, delivering premium DR

• Outstanding workflow

images in low acuity settings.

efficiency
• High reliability for low
cost of ownership

This floor-mounted, space saving system with a
SkyPlate wireless portable detector is a sensible
marriage of function and fiscal responsibility.
High quality, high reliability facilitates confident
diagnoses throughout the continuum of care.
Choose DuraDiagnost.

• Proven DR components
deliver high-quality images
• Support from a global DR
solutions provider

Reflecting
the need for
quality in low
acuity settings
From every perspective, clinical, economic, imaging,

Budgetary considerations may vary, but

and service, we’ve tailored DuraDiagnost to

the need for quality never does. Designed

integrate seamlessly into its supporting role.

to help you gain a competitive advantage

Clinical advantages

and extend your clinical capacity, the

• Easy geometry positioning for outstanding

DuraDiagnost offers an outstanding price

workflow efficiency
• Intuitive to operate, the Eleva user interface

to performance ratio.

helps establish a repeatable workflow,
imperativefor exam standardization
• Eleva uses patient data for quick and automatic

When you acquire a Philips DuraDiagnost

pre-set exam parameters for exposure, image

system, you can be certain it reflects

processing, export to PACS, and printing

the quality, reliability and history of a

• Accommodates a wide variety of chest,
abdominal, and extremity exams

world-class brand.

• UNIQUE image processing delivers
consistently uniform clinical image quality

Economic value
• Space saving design for minimal room requirements
• Floor-mounted has lower installation costs
compared to ceiling mounted systems
• Introduction of a digital workflow with
rapid processing for enhanced efficiency
• SkyPlate wireless portable detector can
be shared between compatible systems
• System uptime and reliability is enhanced with
proven premium components, for a strong ROI
• Eleva user interface is easy to learn and simple
to operate with only three clicks to get an image
• Because Eleva is common across Philips DXR
systems, it offers the flexibility to use staff
resources as necessary

• Images and information seamlessly integrate into
most hospital networks
• DuraDiagnost reflects decades of company
experience in digital X-ray development, and it
is built for a low total cost of ownership

Imaging highlights
• Consistent, high quality digital images with the
SkyPlate wireless detector mirror the imaging
capabilities of Philips premium DR systems
• Lightweight SkyPlate wireless detector uses
advanced Cesium Iodide (CsI) detector technology
• The Value Room uses the same quality tube
and generator configuration as found on Philips
premium DR systems

“With DuraDiagnost we
are able to provide
our patients with
personalized medical
care and at the same
time remain within a
reasonable budget.”
Dr. Kathrin Scharfetter
Medical Specialist for Diagnostic
Radiology and Pediatric Radiology,
Radiology Center Eppendorfer Baum,
Hamburg, Germany

Service solutions

Quality system, affordable price

• Take full advantage of Philips global services network

To facilitate clinical excellence and enhance ROI

• Your RightFit service agreement is designed around

an X-ray system must be optimized for its specific

your unique business priorities and capabilities
• With every RightFit service agreement get

role throughout the continuum of care. Low acuity
environments for expanding healthcare networks,

24/7 access to our USA-based Customer Care

outpatient clinics, and overflow capacity require

Solutions Center staffed with a dedicated team

a quality system at an affordable price point.

of knowledgeable, responsive, and caring service

Philips DuraDiagnost fits the bill. Built with proven

associates

technology, it is designed for a low cost of ownership.

• Robust protection for wireless portable detector
provides financial predictability
• Seamless OEM support for low total cost of
ownership and predictable costs throughout
the lifecycle of your equipment
• Optional Remote Services proactively monitors
your systems for increased uptime

Yet there is no image quality compromise. By using
the very same digital imaging chain as our premium
DR products, the DuraDiagnost Value Room delivers
exceptional image quality, time after time.

Workflow features
• EasyAlign
• SmartOne button

Philips premium
imaging chain
• Integrated generator
• Shares the same
generator and tube as
Philips premium DR

Floor mounted
• Durable design
• High uptime
• Low installation cost
• Low total cost of
ownership

Introducing
SkyPlate
• Large 14� x 17�
• SkyPlate
sharing

New Eleva OS
• Based on
WINDOWS 7
• UNIQUE
• Dose reporting
(DAP)
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